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What is Citizen Science?

A bridge between science and society: Citizens actively 
contributing to science.

Processes that empower citizens in order to offer new 
perspectives and data that wouldn’t otherwise be known to 
science if these types of processes weren’t used.

Its overarching aim is to solve social and environmental 
problems.

There are many methodologies that can be used in Citizen 
Science processes. Citizen observatories and co-design 
methodologies are wonderful allies.
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Citizen observatories Co-design methodologies

They are spaces for citizen collaboration
whose aim is to collect information in 
order to perform analyses and generate 
recommendations.

The information provided may be 
quantitative and/or qualitative, and 
generally talks about data.

Citizen observatories provide science with 
observations and measurements that 
would otherwise not be taken into account.

Citizen observatories require technology to 
store and compare data.

They are methodologies that emerge from 
the field of design that make it possible to 
work collaboratively to create something 

new.

Their greatest contribution is the high level 
of innovation that can be achieved by 

applying them, in contrast to other more 
conventional methods.

Thanks to their multisensory techniques, 
they facilitate complex conversations in an 

apparently simple way.

They make it possible to create a common 
language among the different stakeholders 

around a need, challenge or problem.
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Advanced technologies

Possible observational solutions

Citizen observatories

Global data repositories
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We need more data everywhere and at all times

Challenges
Low interoperability/standardisation

Low data validation levels

Low technological capacity

Lack of recognition for citizens 
contributing observations
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Need detected:

We need more data everywhere and at all times

Challenges Solution
Low interoperability/standardisation

Low data validation levels

Low technological capacity

Lack of recognition for citizens 
contributing observations

Co-designing and prototyping 
new open technology services

→ Cos4Cloud
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Integrate Citizen Science into the European Open Science 
Cloud

Facilitate networking and knowledge management
processes among organisations, persons and initiatives that 
work in citizen observatories

Contribute towards ensuring the sustainability of citizen 
observatories

Cos4Cloud, a European project that drives 
Citizen Science technologies

Provide innovative user-centred services to improve Citizen 
Science technologies
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A total of 13 new technology services that contribute 
towards improving the processes of collecting, validating 
and analysing Citizen Science observations.

These services focus on improving interoperability, data 
quality and security in data management within the 
different Citizen Science platforms.

What does Cos4Cloud offer?

The services have been co-designed with the main 
stakeholders and will be carefully tested with end users 
before launching them in the market.
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13. STAplus
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The 13 services

1. Cos4Bio
2. Cos4Env
3. DUNS
4. MOBIS
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6. FASTCAT-Cloud
7. FASTCAT-Edge
8. Pl@ntNet-API
9. AI-Taxonomist
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[work in progress]
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The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)

The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) is a large virtual 
infrastructure that was created to support and develop 
open science and innovation in Europe and beyond.

The EOSC makes it possible to store, manage, analyse and 
reuse data of all kinds for research, innovation and 
educational purposes.

The 13 services developed within the framework of the 
Cos4Cloud project will be uploaded to the EOSC as 
modules, so that any existing Citizen Science observatory 
can choose and install the technology services it needs to 
improve its functionalities.



How can Cos4Cloud benefit your Citizen 
Science community?
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Definition of co-design

Co-design is a creative approach that enables a wide variety of 
people to contribute towards formulating and solving a problem.

It is characterised by reflecting a fundamental shift in the 
conventional designer-user relationship. It goes beyond asking 
for or receiving user feedback, in order to let people build and 
collaborate equitably to solve a particular challenge or need.
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Pillars of co-design

There are four factors that are always found in any co-design or 
co-creation activity:

● Innovation.
● Design.
● Social values and considerations.
● Participation and democratisation.

INNOVATION DESIGN

SOCIAL VALUES AND 
CONSIDERATIONS

PARTICIPATION AND 
DEMOCRATISATION
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Roles and tools

In a co-design process, users are considered to be experts on 
their own experience, and their needs and concerns become 
central to the creative process.

In order to moderate and invigorate participation, a facilitator is 
needed in any co-design process.

There is a wide range of available tools and techniques to 
support the co-design processes.

FACILITATOR

CREATIVE PROCESS

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES



Methodology
of co-design
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The Miro platform

These phases came into being using a digital platform called 
Miro, which makes it possible to create whiteboards where all 
kinds of elements such as geometric shapes, text boxes, sticky 
notes, images, drawings, videos, etc. can be used.
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Other formats

Virtual workshops
of co-design

Tweetathon Debate forums Open meetings Collaborative 
mapping

Courses and 
training

Webinars Mail exchanges 
with users

Exchanges via app 
with users

Voting platforms



Reflections 
and 

conclusions
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● To receive adequate feedback from those who will use the 
service and, therefore, to implement adequate solutions.

● To provide adequate browsing mechanisms and, as a 
result, maximise usability.

During the co-design workshops, we took into account that there 
were people who were very technically oriented while there were 
others who were not. Therefore, we took the following 
responsibilities and considerations:

● To reduce all unnecessary mental effort by the participants 
as there is no reason for them to be technically oriented.

● To motivate users to make them feel that their 
contributions were valued and heard.

● To acknowledge any idea as a good idea for co-creation, 
even if it may be dismissed later on.

● To keep users informed about future developments in the 
project to grow the community.
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Through the co-design methodology in Cos4Cloud, we focus on 
achieving innovation and meaning in the design of the project’s 
13 services, making every effort to meet technological, business 
and human interests:

● Technological interests:
Technological feasibility and sustainability.

● Business interests:
Financial feasibility and efficiency.

● Human interests:
Usability and desirability.

Through a clear and accessible methodology, creativity and 
empathy as working tools and technology as a goal, we have 
applied co-design in Cos4Cloud to include the user’s perspective 
in developing the services and thus achieving innovation.
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And to conclude…
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The co-design team
Coordination

Engagement Methodology



Join the Cos4Cloud community :)

We’ll keep you informed about workshops, events, activities 
and news related to the co-design and testing process for 
the services.

You can join by filling in 
this form:

And/or join our 
Telegram channel:
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Current phase: Testing the 
services with Citizen 
Science communities



How to find us

coordination@cos4cloud-eosc.eu

@Cos4Cloud 

@Cos4Cloud 

Cos4Cloud-project 

Cos4Cloud

E-
mail

Web https://cos4cloud-eosc.eu/
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mailto:coordination@cos4cloud-eosc.eu
https://twitter.com/Cos4Cloud
https://www.instagram.com/cos4cloud/?hl=es
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cos4cloud-project/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC38cKrW3viJrb0GM1JrWAQw
https://cos4cloud-eosc.eu/
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